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Released state, Web site staging and release process, 252
releasing
components, 62
systems and subsystems, 63
reliability requirements, 107
remote client access (ClearCase distributed development support), 260
remote team members model (distributed development), 280-281, 286
ClearCase local access support, 281-285
UCM local access support, 281
remote terminal or desktop access (ClearCase distributed development support), 259-260
replicas, 265
replication, user databases and schema databases, 268
reports (ClearQuest), 299
repositories, 29
identifying and storing artifacts in secure repositories, 4
VOBs. See VOBs
reproducibility of software builds, 12
requests for change, recording and tracking, 7
requirements. See hardware requirements
reserved check-out, 35
revision control system (RCS), 22, 66
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replication, 268
SCM (software configuration management), 1-3
best practices, 3
controlling and auditing changes to artifacts, 4-5
creating baselines as project milestones, 6-7
ensuring reproducibility of software builds, 12
identifying and storing artifacts in secure repositories, 4
integrating, 11-12
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recording and tracking requests for change, 7
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environments, setting up configuration manager, 58-59
file copies, 25-26
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activity-based configuration management, 44
advanced SCM tool support, 43-44
build management, 32-33, 42-43
component-based development, 43
concurrent changes to the same project files, 35-38
delta storage, 30-31
geographically distributed development, 43
modern SCM tool support, 34
parallel development support, 38, 40-41
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release management, 42-43
release management/product maintenance, 33-34
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workspace management, 31-32, 41
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SEI-CMM (Software Engineering Institute’s Capability Maturity Model), 21
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servers
ALBD servers, 101
license servers, 98
registry servers, 98
view servers, 98-100
combining with VOB servers, 99
as separate from VOB servers, 99-100
VOB servers, 98-100
combining with view servers, 99
CPU requirements, 107-108
dedicated ClearCase server requirements, 108
disk I/O requirements, 106-107
disk space requirements, 108, 110
hardware requirements, 104-111
memory requirements, 105-106
network bandwidth and reliability requirements, 107
as separate from view servers, 99-100
sizing requirements, 110-111
user, VOB, view limits requirements, 110
sets of versions, organizing and integrating using activities, 8-10
shared components, coordinating cooperating projects, 167, 169
shared copy approach, 25-28
shared source code model (distributed development), 275-278, 280
ClearCase support, 279
UCM support, 278
shared streams model (UCMintegration), 222
shared views, 208-209
sharing objects, 95
single stream project model (UCM integration), 219
single-stream projects, creating, 175
sites, branches by, 281, 283
small project teams, 24, 132
coordinating, 173-176
small team integration, 75, 205
smoke tests, 237
snapshot views, 68-69
versus dynamic views, 71-72, 176
software, changing, 2
software architecture, 55
software configuration management. See SCM
Software Engineering Institute’s Capability Maturity Model (SEI-CMM), 21
software integration. See integration
software reuse, 17
software versions, traceability, 249
source code
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team isolation. See isolation
teams
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  major project teams, 24
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  development technologies, 258-259
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testing
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text file, 85
third-party components, 17
tools
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SCM tools, 12
top level measurements (performance monitoring and tuning), 116
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tracking requests for change, 7
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    communication, 48
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UCM model, 48-49
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    ClearQuest properties, 144-147
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undoing change sets, 228, 307-308, 311
Unified Change Management. See UCM
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unlocking integration stream, 242
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Update, 68
user databases, 267
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users
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    abstraction, 46
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    control, 47
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verification stage (CRM), 291, 293
version sets, relating, 236
version skew, 212
version trees, 81-82
versioned artifacts, organizing into versioned components, 5-6
versioned components
    organizing subsystems into versioned subsystems, 6
    organizing versioned artifacts into, 5-6
versioned object bases. See VOBs
versioned subsystems, organizing, 6
versioning
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    dynamic versus snapshot, 71, 176
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VOB servers, 98-100
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memory, 105-106
network bandwidth and reliability, 107
sizing, 110-111
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as separate from view servers, 99-100
VOBs (versioned object bases), 65-67, 98, 265
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administration VOBs, 120
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with graphical user interface, 123-126
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multiple PVOBs, 120-121
PVOBs with command-line interface, 118-119
PVOBs with graphical user interface, 119
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storage, 99
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Web sites
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Windows
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